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Business case study 
ValueView® at SGB Bank SA, an innovative approach to 

measuring the profitability of positions and processes. 
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SGB-Bank SA is an associating bank of Cooperative Banking Group. It unites 

almost 200 Cooperative Banks that employ approx.12,000 people. The 

associating Bank has approx. 650 people on board. Its main purpose is to 

support Cooperative Banks and run a syndicated banking activity. 

The case 

SGB Bank SA 

 

SGB Bank SA was faced with the task of optimizing its processes and the need for 

restructuring. When conventional analysis methods used to describe and design 

processes failed, the bank opted for ValueView®. This allowed the bank to carry out  

a number of structural changes, to optimize its processes and to implement a new 

strategy. 

 
At the end of 2013 it became necessary for the bank to optimize processes and to restructure its 

organization. For the preparation of these changes, analytical methods of process description and 

design were applied. They brought the expected outcomes in the form of dimensioned tasks in 

sales units, in repeatable positions not subject to change. Several hundred positions in the bank 

headquarters were not dimensioned due to a great labour intensity of the analytical process, 

considerable variety and constant structural changes of the tasks performed in these positions. 

Analytical methods must be based on historical data. The majority of the positions and processes 

in the bank were not assessed. The management did not have the tools to assess their 

profitability and the data to make restructuring decisions. 

. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

At the end of 2013 the bank decided to use an innovative AddValue™ method to measure the 

profitability of all tasks. The study was carried out in 2014. The study report, due to the highly 

expressive results and the risk of causing anxiety among the employees, was not made public. 

The survey results were used for position evaluation purposes and restructuring decisions.  

In 2015, the bank faced the challenge of developing and implementing a new strategy.  
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The quantitative results of ValueView® obtained allow for identifying the least 

profitable tasks, which can be eliminated as a way of cutting costs and highly 

profitable tasks which provide potential for a further increase in effectiveness. 

 

It required major structural changes and further process optimization. The implementation of the 

new structure was preceded by another profitability study conducted by a modernized 

methodology named ValueView®. The study was conducted for all the bank positions except for 

departments. In total, the profitability of nearly 1,500 tasks and processes was assessed. The 

survey results were presented to the participants. In 2016, two more studies using ValueView® 

were carried out. The studies are expected to continuously improve the productivity of work and 

employees’ commitment to raise it. The results are presented to the employees so that they can 

optimize their positions together with their supervisors. 

What is ValueView®? 
 

ValueView® is an innovative method of measuring and increasing the profitability of 

tasks, positions and job processes. The studies are conducted in the form of simple 

electronical questionnaires. The results, presented in the form of quantitative indicators 

of profitability, allow the immediate improvement of the efficiency of the organization. 

 
The measurement covers the tasks conducted by employees. Measuring is based on  

a comparison of the supply of work in terms of particular tasks with the demand that the 

organization and its clients generate for such tasks. ValueView® analyses the parameters of each 

of the measured tasks, including its importance and sufficiency from the viewpoint of 

beneficiaries. Analysis of task correlation and related costs and benefits allows for calculating the 

profitability and thus the value of each task. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

ValueView® enables measurement of the value of any tasks carried out in the organization, 

including those without a direct impact on performance. It can be used in any kind of organization 

as a tool for improving the effectiveness of work, efficiency of processes and prioritization in the 

context of strategic goals. 
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How SGB Bank SA benefited from 

implementing ValueView® 

The implementation of ValueView® gave SGB Bank SA a number of business-related 

benefits and successfully delivered its strategic goals. The success of the project is 

confirmed by the fact that the bank continues to use the ValueView® method (In 2016, 

the bank completed two more assessments and by the following opinion by Ryszard 

Lorek, President of the Bank’s Management Board. 
 

Ryszard Lorek, President of the Management Board 
“ValueView is an innovative tool that effectively supports management processes. It’s quick 

and provides up-to-date and detailed information about the organization’s profitability.  

We use cutting-edge solutions to make wise decisions for the benefit of our customers, 

team and for the bank” 

 

 

The key benefits of implementing ValueView® at the bank 

The implemented strategy and profound restructuring process 

ValueView® study has made a contribution towards an efficient implementation of the bank’s 

profound restructuring process according to the New Strategy’s assumptions. Changes 

in personnel policy and organizational changes have been implemented based on reliable data 

from quantitative analyses and the ValueView® study. Despite the major changes, the bank 

fulfilled the expected economic results and improved the quality of services provided to nearly 

200 associated Cooperative Banks. 

Immediate return-on-investment (ROI) 

Thanks to the regular ValueView® survey, the bank can easily select unprofitable tasks, which  

are then eliminated by the organization, and highly profitable tasks, which require more effort.  

Thanks to the survey, the bank improves its effectiveness with no added costs.  
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Accurate and measurable data 

Thanks to ValueView® bank employees receive accurate and up-to-date information about which 

tasks and goals that they perform are profitable and what is their value for the bank. With this 

information they can actively participate in the optimization of processes. Managers receive 

precise information about the efficiency of tasks, processes and organizational units for which 

they are responsible. Therefore, they can make personal and optimization decisions based on 

valid profitability data. Managers receive precise information about efficiency of tasks, processes 

and organizational units, for which they are responsible. Therefore, they can make personal and 

optimization decisions based on the current profitability data. 

Self-calibration mechanism at organisations  

Thanks to the ValueView® survey, the bank provides each employee with information including 

tasks that he or she performs but which are not necessary and which should be phased out. 

Employees, in consultation with their superiors, can make changes in the work processes for the 

benefit of the bank and its customers. The ValueView® study, carried out periodically, creates the 

self-calibration phenomenon in an organization, i.e.. the gradual adjustment of all the processes 

to the needs and goals of the bank.  

Safe and well-prepared restructuring process 

ValueView allows for a proper prioritization of tasks and processes and their intelligent 

reconstruction without the risk of losing effectiveness or making mistakes in the allocation  

of resources that are common in restructuring processes. Therefore, the bank reduces the risk  

of negative social consequences and wrong restructuring decisions. 
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